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Synopsis
As a small boy Nathaniel Bowditch loves to work with numbers. School is Nat’s
favorite time. But Nat gives up his dream to go to Harvard when he must quit school
to work for his father. Later, he becomes an indentured servant, working in a ship’s
chandlery. In spite of his situation, Nat continues his education by teaching himself.
He works all day in the chandlery and in the evenings fills his notebooks with everything he wants to learn.
Nat’s diligence pays off. When Nat’s nine-year indenture is through, he is given
the opportunity to go to sea where the things he has learned are put to use. Sailing is
dangerous, not only because of enemies on the high seas, but because, as Nat discovers, many of the books and tables sailors use for navigation have errors—errors that
cost lives. With the same diligence he used to teach himself, Nat begins to compile
information for a new book to correct the errors of the old tables and give every sailor
knowledge of navigation.
Carry On, Mr. Bowditch is the biography of a man who, although unable to
attend school, educated himself so thoroughly that sailors still use the book he wrote
almost 200 years ago.
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Chapters 21 & 22
Vocabulary:

Read the sentence from the book, noticing the use of the underlined word. In the
blank space after each sentence, write the letter of the definition that comes closest in
meaning to the underlined word.
1. “You know where the rookeries of the seals are and you know the season they
gather there.” ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

rocky places
shallow places in the sea
breeding places
coastal waters

2. “Polly,” he said, “you’ve married a capitalist!” ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

someone whose name starts with a capital letter
one who invests in business enterprises
one who plays tricks on others
one who writes books

3. Zack sidled to the door before he fired his parting shot. ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

ran
hopped
walked backwards
walked sideways
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4. She knew what rankled in Nat’s mind—beyond the loss and the disappointment.
____
caused irritation
sounded
rang over and over
marched
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a.
b.
c.
d.

5. Moore’s Practical Navigator has depreciated very much in that country, . . . ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

fallen in value
risen in value
been lost
been used

6. “Today is Commencement Day at Harvard.” ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

opening
graduation
mid-term
holiday

7. “. . . the degree of Master of Arts was conferred on you.” ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

thrown
granted publicly
granted anonymously
granted secretly

8. “Maybe he just run amuck!” ____
a.
b.
c.
d.

to shore
into mud
in a violently excited state
into happiness
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1. What was Polly’s reaction when Nat told her he was writing a book on navigation? How did Polly convince Mrs. Boardman that Nat’s book was a good idea?

2. Who did Nat ask to judge his book? Why did he choose those men?

3. What happened to the John, the ship of which Nat was part owner? What happened to the men on board?

4. Nat didn’t think the English would pay attention to his book because it was
written by an American. How was he proved wrong?

5. What did Nat feel was the final step in convincing people around the world
that his book was absolutely reliable?
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What opportunity did he have to take that final step? Write the sentence that
tells you Polly gave Nat her approval to take that step.

Thinking About the Story:

6. Why did Nat work so hard to write his book?

7. Why could Nat not talk to most people in Salem about the book he was writing?

8. What made Nat sad when he finally was able to attend Harvard’s graduation
ceremony? What ended up making that the proudest day of his life?

9. Why were the people of Salem surprised at the appearance of Lem Harvey?
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10. Read Mark 6:1–6. Dr. Holyoke joked with Nat that his book would be
accepted everywhere in America except Salem. “A prophet is without honor in
his own country, you know,” he told Nat. Dr. Holyoke’s words are a paraphrase
of Jesus’ words as recorded in Mark 6:4: “Only in his hometown, among his
relatives and in his own house is a prophet without honor.”
Why was it harder for people in Nazareth to believe Jesus could do miracles? Why was it harder for people in Salem to believe that Nat had written the
most important book in the world on navigation?

11. Do you find it hard to convince your family of the importance of your
accomplishments or your goals?

What is the most important thing you have done or hope to do? What can you
do to help others realize the importance of this thing? What will you do if your
family and others close to you don’t realize the importance of what you have
done?
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Chapters 1–3
Vocabulary:
1. shilling; 2. towhead; 3. spectacles; 4. gables; 5. pindling; 6. kindling, bellows; 7. privateer; 8. cargo; 9. wharf; 10. ballast;
11. apothecary; 12. currency.
Characterization:
1. Mary, 13; Hab, 11; Lizza, 8; William, 3; Sammy, baby (age not given).
2. Nat, c; Hab, g; Mary, b; Lizza, e; Granny, f; Father, d; Mother, a.
3. Granny exclaimed that the privateers were just pirates. She warned Nat’s father to stay out of taverns or he might find
himself on a privateer when he woke up. Granny has a negative attitude toward sailing. She does not think sailing is safe,
and she does not want Nat’s father to go back to sea.
4. Nat’s father tells the sailor that he’s bad luck. Then he tells the sailor that it’s better for him to be a barrel-maker.
Throughout his protesting he stares across the water, and “he shook his head quickly, as though trying to forget something.” Nat’s father seems to be trying to convince himself that being a barrel-maker is better. Although he says it’s better, he does not appear to be happy doing his trade.
Questions:
1. To keep himself awake, six-year-old Nat was subtracting to find his brothers’ and sisters’ ages four years before (or
when they had moved away from Salem).
2. The family’s new home was a weather-beaten little cottage in a weed-grown yard.
3. Nat’s father lost his ship when it went aground on the Anguilla Reef. Nat’s father was going to be a cooper—a barrel
maker—in Salem.
Thinking About the Story:
4. The story begins during the American Revolution.
5. Privateers captured British ships, took the men prisoner, and sold the ship and cargo. Answers will vary.
6. Answers will vary. After having been at sea, he seems unhappy simply making barrels. While trying to convince the
sailor that he’s not interested in signing on a privateer he seems to be trying to convince himself as well. “‘He makes barrels.’ [Father] stared out across the water again; his smile faded. ‘Barrels . . . ’ He sighed.”
7. Master Watson thought Nat was too young to learn anything. He did not believe Nat had worked the problem himself.
8. Master Watson apologized to Nat for not believing he could do the problem. He stood over Nat watching him work
the problem.
9. The author is hinting that Nat’s mother will die from her illness.
10. One gives a sailor a certain amount of money in exchange for part of that sailor’s share in any profit from the capture and sale of a ship and its cargo. Nat was unable to collect his expectation because Tom Perry, the sailor from whom
he had bought the expectation, was killed in a sea battle with a British ship.
Dig Deeper:
11. Granny was afraid Nat’s father would go to a tavern. This verse tells us that alcohol can lead us astray. Granny was
afraid that while drinking, Nat’s father might agree to sign aboard a privateer because the alcohol would keep him from
thinking clearly.
12. Nat’s father meant that his ship had sunk and he felt responsible. No, the sailor argued and told Captain Bowditch
he wasn’t the only one who had lost a ship.
13. Jonah prayed and God delivered him.
14. Answers will vary. You can pray and trust God to help.
Chapters 4–6
Vocabulary:
1. the side of a ship that is sheltered from the wind; 2. the side of a ship from which the wind is blowing; 3. business
selling ship’s supplies; 4. contract by which one person agrees to work for another for a definite period of time;
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